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Abstract 
A direct construction is given for a cyclic difference family of (4p”, 4,1)-design for all p E 13 
(mod 24) and n 3 0. This corrects in part a construction due to Mathon for prime orders, and 
extends the construction to prime powers. 
1. The construction 
Cyclic Steiner systems have been studied extensively [Z]. While the existence of 
cyclic Steiner systems with block size three has been settled completely [S], the 
characterization remains incomplete for block size four. There are numerous recursive 
constructions for constructing larger designs from smaller ones; for their successful 
application, it is necessary to have direct constructions for the smaller designs. In 
[3,4], Mathon outlines a construction for a cyclic (4p, 4,1) design whenever p= 1 
(mod 12) is a prime. We recall his construction next. Let p= 12t+ 1, and let 0 be 
a primitive element of 2, that satisfies 8 E 3 (mod 4); for any primitive element o of Z,, 
we may always choose 0~ {o, o + p, o + 2p, w + 3~) so that 8 E 3 (mod 4). Mathon then 
defines two steps of starter blocks as follows. Let 
~i=10,e4i,e4i+3,e4i+6}, (1) 
~i={0,e4i+l,e4f+4i+1, p+4i+l}. 
(2) 
Then 9=(&i: O<i<3t-1) u {pi: O<i<t-1) u {{O,p,2p,3p)j is intended to be 
the starter blocks of a (4p,4,1) design. However, when t is even, do and -C93t,2 both 
contain the difference e6 - 1 (mod 4p), contradicting the supposition that the index 
A= 1. When t is odd, a further condition is required to ensure that 9 generates 
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a design: 86 - 1 and 84r- 1 must either be both residues or both nonresidues modulo p. 
For examining the starter blocks modulo p, we must find every difference precisely 
four times. But if Q6 - 1 is a residue, and 84t- 1 is not, for example, we find the residues 
as differences five times each, and the nonresidues only three times each. There is 
a difficulty with this condition: when p= 61, no primitive element 8~3 (mod 4) has 
e6- 1 and e4’-l being both residues or both nonresidues. 
In this note, we employ Mathon’s idea to construct cyclic (4p, 4,1) designs when 
p- 13 (mod 24) (i.e., t is odd), and then generalize this to construct cyclic (4p”, 4,1) 
designs. We require a technical lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let pz 13 (mod 24), n3 1, and let 8 be an element of multiplicative order 
p”-‘(p- 1) in Z,.. Then th ere exist odd integers c( and 8, and integers i and j, such that 
82”- 1=82i and 82”_ 1=82j+l. 
Proof. Let 12r=p”-‘(p-l). Let Q=(8”: OGii66t) and let %?={lezi+‘: O<i<6t}. 
Now e6’= - 1 (modp”), and thus - 1~9. The equation 8”-- 1 = 82i is equivalent to 
~2” + @f + (36r+ Zi _ =O (mod p”), with CI odd. Hence to find CI, it suffices to find any 
solution to 8“ + 8* + 8’s 0 (mod p”) with {ea, Bb, 8’) c 9; at least two of {a, b, c} agree 
modulo 4, so suppose without loss of generality that a = b = 2 (mod 4). 2c( E 6t - b + a 
(mod 12), we obtain CC. 
Similarly, e2B - 1s e2j+ l (mod p”) is equivalent to ez8 + e6’ + 86tf2jf1 = 0 (mod p”), 
or that 80+86t-2P+86r-28+2j+l~O ( modp”). Thus to find p, it suffices to find 
a solution to 8” + 8*+ BE= 0 (mod p”) with a G b (mod 4) and c odd. 
Let Y={((a,b,c}: 8”+8*+8’=0 (modp”)}; (a,b,c} is a multiset that may have 
repeated entries. Y admits the cyclic automorphism i pi+ 1 (modp”-‘(p- 1)); an 
orbit of triples under this automorphism contains p”- ’ ( p - 1) distinct triples (it is full) 
unless the orbit contains (0,4t, 8t) (it is short). The cyclic automorphism of Y is 
a simple consequence of the fact that 8(8”+ 8b+8c)~8a+1 +8*+’ +8’+’ (modp”). 
Now there is no triple of the form {a, a, a} in 9, since 38” ~0 (mod p”) implies 8” ~0 
(mod p”). However, a full orbit of triples may be of the form {a, a, 6) with a # b (it is 
repetitive), or may be of the form {a, b, c) with all three distinct (it is typical). 
Further classify an orbit {a, b, c} ES@ as pure if a = b EC (mod 2), mixed otherwise, We 
next determine the frequencies of various orbit types in 9, using the following 
classification: 
(1) s is the number of short orbits; 
(2) rP and r,,, are the number of pure and mixed orbits, respectively, that are 
repetitive; 
(3) t, and t, are the numbers of pure and mixed orbits, respectively, that are 
typical. 
We determine equations involving these five numbers by examining the occurrences 
of pairs (0, b) in triples of 9’. Now 8” + 8* + 8’~ 0 (mod p”) has a solution for c given 
a and b if and only if 8” + 8* $0 (mod p). Since 8 is a primitive element of Z,, we can 
solve for c given a and b if and only if a + b + ( p - 1)/2 (mod p - 1). Thus in Y one pair 
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{O,O} is present, P”-’ (p - 3)/2 - 1 other pairs (0, b} with b even are present, and 
p”-‘( P- 1)/2 pairs with b odd are present. 
Consider the pair (0, O}. Only a repetitive orbit of triples covers this pair, and thus: 
rp+rm= 1. (3) 
Consider a pair (0, b} with b # 0 even. An orbit of pure repetitive triples covers 
two such pairs, an orbit of pure typical triples covers six such pairs, an orbit of mixed 
typical triples covers two such pairs, and a short orbit covers two such pairs. 
Thus 
2r,+6~,+2t,+2s=~ 2 
“-‘(P-l)_l, 
(4) 
Finally consider pairs (0, b} with b odd. An orbit of mixed repetitive triples covers 
two such pairs, while an orbit of mixed typical triples covers four. Thus 
“-‘(p- 1) 
2r,+4t,=P 2 . (5) 
Now since pnL1(p- 1)/2~2 (mod4), we have r,,, SE 1 (mod 2). Thus from (3), r, = 1 
and r,=O; and from (5), t,=(p”-‘(p- 1)-4)/8. Substituting in (4), we obtain 
s+3t,= 
Pn-l(P-5) 
8 ’ 
(6) 
and since Odsdl, we have s=l and t,=(p-l(p-5)-4)/24. 
Then since rm = 1, 8’ + 8’ + 0’ E 0 (mod p”) for some odd c; and since t, > 0, there is 
a solution to 8” + 8’ + 0’ = 0 (mod p”) with a, b, c all even. Cl 
We give a small example, when p = 13 and n = 2. The element 8 = 2 has multiplica- 
tive order ~“-~(p-1)=156 in ZIe9. Finding all solutions {a, b, c} to 2” + 2’ + 2’ E 0 
(mod 169), and taking one representative of each orbit under the action of Zls6, we 
find 
(1) one repetitive mixed triple {O,O, 79); 
(2) no repetitive pure triple; 
(3) one short triple {0,52,104}; 
(4) 19 typical mixed triples (0,9,47}, {0,2,87}, {0,3,14}, {0,10,25}, {0,17,137), 
{0,39,98}, {0,23,105}, {0,27,122}, (0,26,75}, {0,48,103}, {0,29,125}, {0,21,83}, 
(0,5,149}, {0,33,119}, {0,22,121}, {0,1,46}, {0,41,113), {0,24,91}, {0,13,106}; 
(5) four typical pure triples (0,4,68}, {0,32,112}, {O, 16,116}, (0,8,28}. 
Thus from 2O + 2O + 27g ~0 (mod 169), we find that 278 - 1 E 2” (mod 169). Sim- 
ilarly, from 2’ +24+268 ~0 (mod 169) (for example), we find that 2” - 1~2~~ 
(mod 169). 
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Theorem 1.2. Let p= 13 (mod 24) and n>O. There exists a cyclic (4p”, 4,1) design. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n=O, the statement is trivial. If n= 1, write 
p = 12t + 1. Let cz be a primitive element of Z,, and let 0=u (modp) and 0~ 3 (mod 4) 
with 0<0<4p. Place the short starter block {O,p, Zp, 3~) on the multiples of p, thus 
handling the differences that are multiples of p. Now choose b- 1 (mod 2) so that 
e4’- 1 = 0” and f9”- 1 = 8’ are either both quadratic residues or both quadratic 
nonresidues in 2,. This can be done by Lemma 1.1 as follows. If e4’- 1 is a residue, 
apply Lemma 1.1 to select a b for which eZb - 1 is also a residue (that is, I and s are 
both even). Similarly, if Q4t - 1 is a nonresidue we apply Lemma 1.1 to choose b so that 
ezb- 1 is also a nonresidue. Let 8”= Bb- 1. Now choose integers a, c arbitrarily with 
a f c (mod 2), a + b + c (mod 4), and define starter blocks as follows. 
(7) 
(8) 
Nowconsiderthesetofstarterblocks~=~~i:O~i~3t-1}u~~i:O~igt-1}.We 
must show that the blocks of 9 cover all differences from 1 to 4p- 1 once each, with 
the exception of the multiples of p. First we show that developing 9 modulo p, we find 
each nonzero difference four times (modulo p). To find the difference 8’ (modp), 
we treat cases for 1 (mod4); let 5$= (8’: jri (mod4)j. The blocks of pi contain 
exactly the differences of ~,~+b,~+2b,~~+.,~~+a+b,~+. and their negatives 
r 6f+o> r r66fta+2b3 6t+a+b, r6r+m+o~~56t+m+a+b~ r 6f+r+s. The blocks pi contain the 
differences in F f C? C+S and their negatives F6~+C,F6~+f+S. Define Xi=(e': j=i 
(mod2). Since t is odd, Xi=Ku F&+i, and thus it suffices to check that precisely four 
of {a,a+b,a+2b,m+a,m+a+b,r+a,c,s+c) are odd, and four are even. Now .s=r 
(mod 2), since both 0” and t?’ are residues, or neither is. Since b is odd, a + b fa + 2b 
and m+a fm+a+b. Since a fc (mod2) and YES, r+a fs+c. Thus 9 is a (p,4,4) 
difference family. 
Now examine the differences modulo 4. Since 0= 3 (mod 4), e2’= 1 (mod 4) and 
ezi+ ’ E 3 (mod 4). First treat differences that are 1 or 3 modulo 4. Since a= a +2b 
(mod 2) but a f a + 2b (mod 4), and since a + b = c (mod 2) but a + b f c (mod 4), each 
difference congruent to 1 or 3 modulo 4, and not a multiple of p, appears in 9. 
Secondly, treat differences that are 0 and 2 modulo 4; here the constraints are less 
severe since x 3 -x (mod 4). For a difference that is a multiple of 4, we remark that 
eZb - 1 and e4’-- 1 are both multiples of 4; thus since r + a f c f s, every difference that 
is a multiple of four but not p is covered once. Finally, since Ob- 1 is 2 modulo 4 (b is 
odd), every difference that is 2 modulo 4 and not a multiple of p is covered once, since 
a f a + b (mod 2). We remark that the construction works without the provision that 
a + b f c (mod 4), but the verification is slightly different. 
When n> 1, we proceed in a similar manner. Place on the multiples of p a set of 
starter blocks obtained by multiplying each element of a set of starter blocks of 
a (4~“~’ ,4,1) design by p; this design is obtained inductively. Next examine Z,.; its 
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automorphism group is cyclic of order p”- ‘( p- 1) [l], so let CI be an element of 
multiplicative order pn-‘(p- 1). Let 8~ CI (mod p”) and 8~ 3 (mod 4). Write 
12t =p”- ‘( p - l), whence t is odd since p G 13 (mod 24). Then, provided we choose 
a, b, c as above, the proof parallels the case when n = 1 exactly. We must ensure that in 
this case, we can choose b odd so that eZb- 1 is a square if and only if d4’- 1 is. 
Lemma 1.1 guarantees that this selection can be made. 0 
A similar idea for prime powers has been recently developed for triple systems; 
see [3]. 
At the present time, we do not see how to extend the construction here to the case 
p G 1 (mod 24). 
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